Preformed
Thermoplastic

Kreativitet, motorik
Spännande o lärorikt
Fritid o utomhuslektioner
Aktivt lärande

Creative and
decorative markings
Why not use DecoMark®
- for decorative marking on a more permanent basis?
DecoMark® is ideal for special designs, such as company logos and games

Living playgrounds
with a creatively designed surface
Imaginative play
DecoMark® is an easy option when school or
municipal playgrounds need refreshing with a
colourful surface. The decorative games encourage the children to be active whilst having fun.
A fun way
to learn the
numbers in
the school
playground

Active and safe learning
The playground games can be designed with
spelling and mathematical themes, providing
an alternative and fun method of learning.
The high friction in the DecoMark® material
minimises the risk of the symbol being slippery,
and the children can play safely.

For displaying company brands

Company logos or symbols
Branding, image and service are important parameters for companies and organisations.
DecoMark® offers a different approach for branding parking places and the entrance to your
premises. Use your company logo or symbol to
welcome guests and clients, and at the same
time promote your image.
By marking with DecoMark®, the message gets
across before entering the building.

Here, the company logo
marks the parking
spaces in a striking manner

Decorative and architectural
markings in public areas
Decorative thinking
DecoMark® gives freedom to design the public area differently, and you get the ability to
brighten the environment.
Designing surfaces
Take the surface into consideration when
designing and planning new blocks of
flats, city areas, parks and schools. Or think
DecoMark® when guiding tourists around your
city.
The flexibility of DecoMark® enables you to be
creative with your designs.

The idea of DecoMark® is quite simple:
You name it – we make it!
Make the horizontal surface beautiful
To look at dark and boring surface is not an
inspiring way of living. So why not put colours at
the surface and make it more special and beautiful? DecoMark® provides solutions for individual and special designs of logos, games and
much more. Your imagination is the only limit!

Colourful with high UV resistance
DecoMark® is available in a great variety of standard colours, which makes it easier to design decorative and inspiring signs and symbols. The colourful DecoMark® symbols spread happiness and
inspiration to everyone. So get the DecoMark®
standard colour scheme and start designing!
Moreover, the composition of the thermoplastic
DecoMark® marking makes the UV resistance
high. Therefore, the colours stay bright and shiny
for a long time.
Flexible and durable
Smaller details and curving shapes are possible
with flexible DecoMark®. Although DecoMark® is
a thin material, it is still a durable solution when
decorating the surface. This gives you years of
benefit from your creative designs.

DecoMark® is perfect for
games in school playgrounds
and recreation grounds.
Why not involve the children
in the creative phase?

DecoMark® is unproblematic
to order and fast to apply!
Individual DecoMark® symbols are unproblematic to obtain
DecoMark® is easily available in special and individual designs. Our
modern flexible manufac-turing facilities enable us to react quickly to special requests. The experience and expertise also enables
us to provide high-quality, flexible, simple-to-apply DecoMark®.
Fast application
Application is fast and simple because applica-tion requires only
one person, a broom and a gas burner! Sweep off the surface,
apply the DecoMark® and use a gas burner to fix in place, ‘fusing’
the material to the road surface. It's that simple. In other words,
no major traffic management or machinery is needed for the
installation of DecoMark®.
DecoMark® Easy
Some symbols and markings are made as DecoMark® Easy, where
the backside of the marking is glued with a compatible material
making it convenient and easy to use. It gives easier control over
the complex signs and saves application time, when laying complicated signs.

Easy
system

With the Easy system, loose DecoMark®
parts and different colours are physically
adhered with a compatible material.
The adhesive backing enables easier
control over the complexities of the
design and saves application time when
laying complicated games.

Environmentally friendly
DecoMark® emits no environmentally harmful substances, either
during, after application or at the time of removal. The pigments
are organic and do not contain lead or other heavy metals.
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Easy application and Easy to handle

DecoMark® is made in Denmark by Geveko Markings Denmark A/S
Longelsevej 34 • Sdr. Longelse • DK-5900 Rudkøbing • Tel: +45 63 51 71 71 • Fax: +45 63 51 71 72
E-mail: sales@gevekomarkings.com • www.geveko-markings.com
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